HOW DO MAGELLANIC PENGUINS COPE WITH VARIABILITY IN THEIR ACCESS TO PREY?
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Abstract. Movements of animals provisioning offspring by central place foraging extend from short, highly local trips where food is brought back essentially unchanged from its normal condition to extensive interseasonal movement where the offspring are nourished from body reserves built up during the adult’s absence from the breeding site. Here, appropriate strategies for maximizing lifetime reproductive success depend on the abundance and location of prey in relation to breeding sites and the energetics and speed of travel of the animal. Magellanic Penguins Spheniscus magellanicus undertake central place movements that are particularly variable during the incubation period; trips may last from a single day to over three weeks depending on colony locality. We reasoned that site-specific variability in prey distribution and abundance is responsible for this. Remote-sensing systems attached to 92 penguins from six different colonies over the species distributional range over the Patagonian Shelf were used to determine space use and foraging patterns in an attempt to understand the observed patterns. Birds in the north and south of the latitudinal range were essentially monophagic, feeding primarily on anchovies Engraulis anchoita and sprats Sprattus fuegensis, respectively, both species that are to be found relatively close to the colonies. Penguins in the center of the distributional range, where these pelagic school fish prey are essentially absent at that time of the year, traveled either north or south, to the same regions utilized by their conspecifics, presumably to exploit the same prey. A simple model is used to clarify patterns and can be used to predict which movement strategy is likely to be best according to colony location. During chick rearing, southerly movement of anchovies and northerly movement of sprats mean that Magellanic Penguins in the center of the distributional range may benefit, although the abundance of these fish is considered to be less than that closer to the Magellanic Penguin range limits. The extensive time involved in the foraging trips during incubation coupled with the postulated poorer prey conditions during the chick-rearing phase may help explain why Magellanic Penguin colony sizes in the center of the range are not elevated.
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INTRODUCTION

The distinction between central place foraging trips (sensu, Orians and Pearson 1979) and migration (e.g., Berthold 2003, Rappole et al. 2003) is less obvious than the literature would imply. Implicit in central place foraging is the transfer of energy from a distant to a proximal site (e.g., Jackson 2001), relevant with respect to ecological subsidies (cf. Palumbi 2003), and often this energy takes the form of food that is used to provision offspring (e.g., Leopold et al. 1996, Max-

well and Calver 1998). Altricial birds are a good example of this (Brodin and Jonsson 2003). However, energy may also be transferred to the young in a variety of forms and over a series of time scales (Bonnet et al. 1999). Body fat, for example, can be used to provision offspring in the form of milk, as seen with many seals. For animals that build up body tissue to provision their young, the further distinction between “investment” and “capital” breeders (e.g., Jonsson 1997), as applied to pinnipeds, highlights difficulties in defining the difference between central place foraging and migration. Investment breeders, such as eared seals, provision their young with milk, with body fat and protein stores being restocked during foraging trips lasting a
few days (Boyd 2000, Beck et al. 2003). Capital breeders, such as elephant seals, do not engage in foraging trips during the weaning period, relying exclusively on fat stores accumulated during the extensive “non-breeding” season, to provision their young (Boyd 2000, McMahon and Hindell 2003). One could argue here that the non-breeding period is, therefore, little more than an extended foraging trip (cf. Bonnet et al. 1999, Jonsson et al. 1999). Similarly, many migratory and non-migratory species of diverse animal groups improve body condition between breeding seasons, transferring energy from one time period to another, so that their reproductive success is enhanced (e.g., Piettiainen and Kolunen 1993, Bonnet et al. 2001; cf. Kinnison et al. 2003). In short, the essence behind differences in definitions of central place foraging and migration is little more than the degree to which an appropriate food source is remote from the breeding site (Pérez-Tris and Telleria 2002), because this affects cost, how long it takes for the animal to move between the two sites, and whether single or multiple trips are made between breeding attempts. The relative benefits of movement on any scale depend on the rate at which energy must be taken from one site to another (Benoit et al. 1993, Korpimäke et al. 1994), and ultimately the extent to which lifetime reproductive success can be maximized by animals spending an appreciable proportion of their time in one location while their offspring is at another (Drent et al. 2003, Hedenström 2003).

During their annual cycle Magellanic Penguins *Spheniscus magellanicus* (see Plate 1) show a variety of forms of movement. Immediately after breeding, the birds embark on an extended (from three to six week) foraging trip from their colonies to fatten up before returning to molt (Williams 1995). After the molt these birds migrate many hundreds of kilometers to the north (Stokes and Boersma 1998, Pütz et al. 2000) and remain away from their breeding colonies at this time for about six months. During the breeding season foraging trips are much shorter (Boersma et al. 2002, Pütz et al. 2002) although there is a clear distinction between the length of foraging trips between the incubation and chick-rearing phases. Foraging trips during chick rearing are rarely longer than two days (Ratl and Culik 1999, Walker and Boersma 2003), whereas during the incubation period, trips might last up to three weeks (Wilson et al. 1995, Walker and Boersma 2003; cf. Pütz et al. 2002). It can be assumed that the length of time that penguins remain away from their breeding colonies during these various forays depends, ultimately, on maximizing lifetime reproductive success (McNamara and Houston 1996). Proximately, however, any foray away from the colony must result in a net energy gain to the penguin, and the appropriate distances moved and time spent away will depend on a number of factors (cf. Henry et al. 2002): the rate of energy gain in the foraging area, the distance between the colony and the foraging area and the time it takes to cover the distance, the energy expended during travel and foraging, and the overall rate of energy delivery needed to the breeding site, whether this be in the form of a fattened up adult or as food for the brood (cf. Markman et al. 2004). For breeding animals it is ultimately the
rate of energy delivery to the brood in relation to brood requirements that determines whether breeding animals should continue to breed or abandon their attempt in any given year (cf. Ropert-Coudert et al. 2004). Given the potential for variability in these parameters, particularly as regards distances and rate of energy acquisition (dependent on prey availability), we would expect a bird such as the Magellanic Penguin, with its large latitudinal range (Williams 1995), to have considerable variability in its foraging patterns; although we might expect solutions to be optimized for maximizing reproductive success.

We examined the behavior of Magellanic Penguins undertaking the extended foraging trips during the incubation phases at five different sites over almost the full latitudinal range of this species, extending from about 43° to 54° S on the east coast of South America (Williams 1995). We hypothesized that the length of time that the penguins would stay away from their colonies during incubation period foraging trips would be related to the distance between the colonies and the food source as well as to the prey densities at the foraging site. We did not measure the distribution of the food source and prey densities directly, but inferred these from patterns of activity of birds at sea as derived from a wide variety of data storage tags carried by the birds. Key activities include time spent traveling to foraging sites and time spent at foraging sites. Using a steady state approach, where we assumed that penguin body mass loss during incubation together with energy expenditure during the foraging trip must be balanced with the energy acquired during the foraging trip, we present a simple model to explain patterns of foraging in Magellanic Penguins. We explain how derived prey density in relation to distance from the colony leads to variation in foraging trip length, and predict that the maximum time a foraging bird may stay away from the incubating partner before starvation leads to nest desertion (and brood loss) will ultimately help us understand penguin distribution down the coast of Argentina.

Materials and Methods

Study areas

Magellanic Penguins occur in colonies distributed down the coast of Argentina from about 42° S to almost 55° S latitude (Fig. 1). Field work was conducted on penguins during the incubation period between October and December 1994, October and December 1996, and November and December 1997 at five sites. These sites were: San Lorenzo (42°04′ S, 63°21′ W), Punta Loberia (44°35′ S, 65°22′ W), the area around San Julian (49°16′ S, 67°42′ W), and Cabo Virgenes (52°24′ S, 68°26′ W), all located on mainland Argentina, as well as at New Island (51°42′ S, 61°16′ W) in the Falklands/Malvinas (Fig. 2). Field work was also conducted on penguins during the chick-rearing period (from the end of November through December) between 1997 and 2003 at four sites; San Lorenzo, around Puerto Deseado (47°45′ S, 65°63′ W), and around San Julian and Cabo Virgenes (Fig. 2).

Deployment of devices attached to animals

Fifty-one Magellanic Penguins were equipped with data loggers (see Appendix A for information on all equipment used in this study) to record their movements and foraging behavior during the incubation period (Table 1). A further 41 birds were equipped during the chick-rearing period. Results from 10 of the birds equipped with data loggers during incubation (individuals fitted at San Lorenzo during 1994) have already been presented by Wilson et al. (1995c) but enhance the data set gained during 1996, and so, for completeness, are briefly considered here in a broader context. During 1994, penguins were only equipped with single channel global location sensors (Appendix A); however, during 1996, birds were fitted with global location sensors and one of five different multiple channel loggers that recorded depth as well as light intensity (Appendix A).

Incubating penguins

During October, Magellanic Penguins incubating eggs or penguins engaged in nest building were captured and restrained, using the technique described in Wilson (1997), while being fitted with loggers (Table 1) to their lower back (dorsal mid line) using tape (Wilson et al. 1997) so as to minimize drag (Bannasch et al. 1994). The animals were then released at the nest. Checks were made to recover the animals and their devices at variable intervals of between one and 50 days after deployment. This period could not be standardized due to the problem of attempting, with limited manpower, to equip and recover penguins virtually simultaneously at five different multiple channel loggers that recorded depth as well as light intensity (Appendix A).

Upon recovery of the birds, devices were removed and the data downloaded onto a computer. Nest attendance patterns of the penguins were easily recognized by substantial decreases in both light intensity and general activity recorded by the loggers when the birds entered their burrows. Information resulting from these loggers during incubation in 1996 is used specifically to determine foraging locations as well as to elucidate patterns of depth use according to colony. Bird movements were determined using the global location sensing method explained in Wilson et al. 1992 (cf. Wilson et al. 1992, Hill 1994, Welch and Eveson 1999, Hill and Braun 2001, Phillips et al. 2004, and Ekstrom 2004; see Appendix B.)

Depth utilization by penguins was analyzed using MULTITRACE and ANDIVE (Jensen Software Systems, Laboe, Germany) and histograms were derived for total time at each depth per specified time period. To avoid problems with pseudoreplication, the per-
percentage time spent at each depth was calculated for each individual bird; these values were then combined over all depth ranges for all individual birds from each colony before the total was reduced again to a percentage.

**Chick-rearing penguins**

Between 1997 and 2003, 41 Magellanic Penguins that were brooding small chicks were equipped with loggers (Table 1). Devices were fitted to the birds using the methods described but were recovered after a single foraging trip, usually a duration of less than two days. These devices were used to determine depth use by the penguins from the different colonies. Bird locations were not determined. Depth data were analyzed using ANDIVE WIN (Jensen Software Systems) and were assessed to determine traveling dives and the depths at which birds spent extended time (Appendix C). The calculated overall percentage extended time at depth (generally related to foraging depths; see Appendix C) for every single dive was gridded (employing a point Kriging procedure using a linear variogram model; Surfer Version 9, Golden Software, Golden, Colorado, USA) against time of day and depth before producing a topographic plot for birds from each locality that indicated how birds used depth to forage according to time of day.

**Dietary studies**

The diet of birds was studied during two main periods: during October 1996 at San Lorenzo, Punta Lobieria, San Julian, and Cabo Virgenes, and during December 1997 at San Lorenzo, San Julian, and Cabo Virgenes. Birds were caught as they returned to shore from the sea in the afternoon or early evening and their stomachs were flushed using the method described in Wilson (1984). Birds were only flushed once to minimize disturbance, after which they were released in the colonies. Samples were examined on site within 12 hours. Where possible, fish and squid total lengths were measured directly. Otherwise prey length was calcu-
lated using otolith length or beak rostral length measurements using appropriate equations (Appendix D).

Model of site-specific prey availability

We sought to allude to putative differences in prey availability for the different colonies by creating a simple model based on what is known about penguin energetics and foraging behavior. We assumed that birds undertake their foraging trips in order to maintain body condition (i.e., the energy gained during foraging is equaled by that expended over the full cycle). This is
a simple steady-state formulation although we cannot discount that penguins might be maximizing a complex fitness function that is a positive function of energy gain and a negative function of risk of abandonment and predation. In a general sense we assume here that foraging trip length is mirrored by incubation shift length (since partners switch roles, with one bird being on the nest while the other is at sea) so the energy accrued during the foraging trip must cover the energy expended during the period on land as well as the period at sea. The formulation for the energy expended over a full foraging/incubating cycle is

\[ E_{\text{tot}} = (E_{\text{ind}} \times T_{\text{ind}}) + (E_{\text{uw}} \times T_{\text{uw}}) \]  

(1)

where \( E_{\text{tot}} \) is the total energy expended, \( E_{\text{ind}} \) and \( E_{\text{uw}} \) are the energies expended per unit time on land and in water, respectively, and \( T_{\text{ind}} \) and \( T_{\text{uw}} \) are the times spent on land and at sea, respectively. In this application \( T_{\text{ind}} = T_{\text{uw}} \) because the birds returning to the colony from foraging at sea quickly replace the incubating or brooding partner that, in turn, goes immediately to sea to feed. Although during the incubation period on land metabolic rate is liable to be fairly constant, energy expenditure in the water is expected to vary according to activity. More specifically, energy expenditure depends on how much time the penguins spend engaged in underwater swimming or resting between dives at the water surface. The three major activities of penguins that are undergoing foraging trips are traveling, foraging, and resting at the sea surface for extended periods (Wilson and Wilson 1990, 1995, Wilson 1995), with each of these activities involving different proportions of time allocated to time underwater and to time at the surface. However, penguins only travel (appreciably) and forage when they are underwater (Wilson 1985). Thus, the energy expended for the time at sea can be refined to

\[ E_{\text{res}} = [T_{\text{uw}}(E_{\text{uw}} \times \%_{\text{uw}}) + (E_{\text{surf}} \times \%_{\text{surf}})/100] \]

\[ + [T_{\text{for}}(E_{\text{for}} \times \%_{\text{for}}) + (E_{\text{surf}} \times \%_{\text{surf}})/100] \]

\[ + (T_{\text{res}} \times E_{\text{surf}}) \]  

(2)

where \( T_{\text{uw}}, T_{\text{for}}, \) and \( T_{\text{res}} \) are the total times spent engaged in traveling, foraging, and resting during a foraging trip (all of which can be derived from the logger data); \( E_{\text{uw}} \) and \( E_{\text{surf}} \) are the energy expenditures per second during swimming underwater and resting at the surface, respectively; and \( \%_{\text{uw}} \) and \( \%_{\text{surf}} \) are the percentage times dedicated to swimming underwater and resting at the surface for each of the three major activities.

In order to convert the energy expended during a single foraging/incubating cycle into a total mass of food ingested during the foraging period (\( M \)) we need to divide the \( E_{\text{tot}} \) by the energetic value of the normal prey (\( EV_{\text{prey}} \)) multiplied by the assimilation efficiency of the penguins (\( AE \)) so that

\[ M = E_{\text{tot}}/(EV_{\text{prey}} \times AE) \]  

(3)

Finally, the rate of prey ingestion (\( \Delta I \)) can be calculated by dividing the calculated total mass of food ingested by the total time underwater committed to foraging during the trip so that

\[ \Delta I = M/(T_{\text{for}} \times \%_{\text{uw}}) \]  

(4)

We combine the above terms in a general model where the number of days spent traveling to near or distant foraging zones may be varied at will, as can the number of days actually spent in the foraging zone. Predictions for the putative rate of prey ingestion (\( \Delta I \)) derived for the various time allocation scenarios can be related to that actually observed.

In addition to the general formulation, we assume that the resting metabolic rate for the Magellanic Penguin may be approximated by that determined for the conspecific Humboldt Penguin \textit{Spheniscus humboldti} in its thermoneutral zone. This is 3.77 J·s⁻¹·kg⁻¹ (Luna-Jorquera 1996), which translates into 15.1 J/s for a 4 kg Magellanic Penguin (Gandini et al. 1992). It has been shown that penguins in general tend to swim at speeds resulting in their lowest cost of transport (Culik et al. 1994b), and indeed, mass-specific power requirements for swimming at this lowest cost of transport are remarkably similar between species (Culik et al. 1994b). Here, we use the value of 50.7 J/s, being the value calculated for a 4 kg Humboldt Penguin by Luna-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site and year</th>
<th>Type of device¹</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>No. deployed</th>
<th>No. recovered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>San Lorenzo</td>
<td>GLS</td>
<td>incubation</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>GLS</td>
<td>incubation</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>LTD,100</td>
<td>chick-rearing</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>E &amp; O log</td>
<td>chick-rearing</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punta Lobelia</td>
<td>GLS</td>
<td>incubation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>DK 600</td>
<td>incubation</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Deseado</td>
<td>Mk VI</td>
<td>chick-rearing</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Julian</td>
<td>GLS</td>
<td>incubation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>DK 600</td>
<td>incubation</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>LTD,100</td>
<td>chick-rearing</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>DK 600</td>
<td>chick-rearing</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabo Virgenes</td>
<td>DK 600</td>
<td>incubation</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>DK 600</td>
<td>chick-rearing</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>DK 600</td>
<td>chick-rearing</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Island</td>
<td>Zelcon tag</td>
<td>incubation</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Mk V</td>
<td>incubation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>92</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ See Appendix A for information on all devices used in this study.
Jorquera and Culik (2000) using gas respirometry. Luna-Jorquera and Culik also provide values for resting metabolic rate for Humboldt Penguins in water of 23.6 J/s. Similar values obtained using the doubly labeled water methodology of Nagy et al. (1984) for the congeneric African Penguin Spheniscus demersus lend credibility to these estimates.

The normal underwater swim speed for the Magellanic Penguin is taken to be 1.77 m/s (Wilson et al. 2002) and the ratio of underwater swimming to surface pauses assumed to be 76:24 for both traveling and foraging Magellanic Penguins (Wilson et al. 2004). The distance covered by foraging birds on the first and last days at sea, which was significantly greater than on other days, was assumed to be due to the animals traveling and was taken to be 79.1 km. This would have taken about 12.4 hours to cover at an average speed of 1.34 m/s (which takes into account the underwater swimming speeds and the relative times allocated to surface rests and subsurface traveling). This rate of displacement is used to calculate times allocated for birds from different colonies to travel to the different foraging zones. We assume that once the birds reached their respective foraging zones, they allocated 13 hours of the daily 24 hours to active foraging (cf. Simeone 2003), penguins being restricted to foraging (but not traveling) exclusively by the availability of light (Wilson et al. 1993). Traveling, rather than foraging, behavior was apparent by examination of the depths used by birds. Traveling birds stayed within 10 m of the surface while foraging birds regularly descended below this level (Wilson 1995). Once in the foraging area, birds are assumed to rest at night at the water surface.

Finally, we assumed that penguins from all colonies fed on prey with an energy content of 5.5 MJ/kg wet mass (SAFIRI 1980, Fitzpatrick et al. 1988) and had an assimilation efficiency of 77% (Cooper 1977).

RESULTS

Of a total of 92 devices deployed on Magellanic Penguins, four were not recovered (4%), all of these losses occurring during the incubation phase when birds were equipped for weeks rather than days. One of these had been fitted to a female occupying a nest at Cabo Virgenes with a male, although no eggs were present at the nest. Two of the remaining three lost units were placed on females incubating one egg and two eggs at San Julian and San Lorenzo, respectively. The final bird was a male incubating two eggs at Cabo Virgenes. In all cases except that at San Lorenzo, the well-being of the nest was assured during at least two subsequent checks although the birds equipped with devices were not found because their partners without devices were at the nest. Manpower limitations and logistic difficulties made it impossible to check these sites more than three times to recover the units although we have no reason to believe that the nests were abandoned. The site at San Lorenzo was checked on numerous occasions to reveal only the unequipped partner until the nest was eventually found deserted. It is unlikely that any birds with devices carried the units for more than eight weeks before they fell off (Wilson et al. 1997). Our limited manpower for this extensive, simultaneous study at the different sites also made it impossible for us to monitor attendance patterns of birds without devices to examine for potential device effects. Although such a comparison would have been preferable, it would have necessitated daily checks, at least, throughout the whole of the incubation period.

Foraging areas

The location of 47 Magellanic Penguins could be determined for the incubation periods, 10 birds from the 1994 period and 37 from the 1996 period (Table 1). The birds foraged at distances of up to 450 km from their home colonies (Fig. 2), with foraging sites being identified either by a depth use that regularly exceeded 10 m (all devices except global location sensors) or by substantially reduced bird displacement (global location sensing devices). However, penguins from San Julian and Punta Loberia in the middle of the distributional range considered here traveled significantly farther (Fig. 3) than penguins from any of the other colonies (t test on means from colonies derived from means of individual birds to ensure no pseudoreplication and subjected to the Kolmogoroff-Smirnoff test to ascertain normality and F test for equality in variances; all derived \( P < 0.05 \)). The birds from New Island, Cabo Virgenes, and San Lorenzo all tended to utilize areas in roughly the same geographical latitude as their colony, moving west, east, and east, respectively. In contrast, penguins from San Julian and Punta Loberia tended to move south and north, respectively (Fig. 2). This brought San Julian birds to within the foraging area of the birds from Cabo Virgenes, and Punta Loberia birds into the foraging area of the birds from San Lorenzo.
Distances traveled per day

The mean distance traveled per day ranged from 15.4 km (SD = 19.3) by birds from New Island to 54.3 km (SD = 49.0) by birds from San Julian (Fig. 4). However, the distance traveled per day was not constant over the whole of the foraging period for birds from any colony. In keeping with rapid, highly directional movement away from, and towards, the colonies at the beginning and end of the foraging trips (associated with efficient displacement to and from the foraging grounds (see Wilson 2002), distances traveled on the first and last day were greater than distances traveled on other days (Fig. 5). This was, however, only significant for birds from the most northerly and southerly colonies (San Lorenzo, Cabo Virgenes, and New Island; Fig. 5), presumably, in part, because individuals from the central colonies spent many of the other days also traveling to and from the foraging sites, which increased the rates of movement during other portions of the foraging trip. In keeping with their greater overall distances moved during foraging trips, distances traveled on the first and last days by birds from San Julian were significantly higher than the equivalent distances traveled by birds from the colonies at the range extremes (U values of 40.5, 32.5, and 53.5; all P < 0.05) for San Julian with Cabo Virgenes, New Island, and San Lorenzo, respectively. Sample size for the birds from Punta Loberia was too small for effective testing.

Duration of foraging trips

The time that birds spent at sea during foraging trips during the incubation period was highly variable both

(Fig. 2). A notable exception to the pattern was a single bird from Punta Loberia that traveled rapidly south after leaving the colony and was almost within the foraging area of penguins from San Julian before the device stopped recording (Fig. 2). As a result we were unable to determine the ultimate destination of this individual.

The foraging areas of the birds from the different colonies were the primary determinant for the frequency distribution of the distances that the birds spent away from their breeding colonies. It was notable that penguins breeding in the two most southerly colonies foraged close by, spending >50% of their time at sea within 70 km of the breeding site and over 90% of their time within 175 km (Fig. 2). Birds in the far north at San Lorenzo traveled slightly farther, spending 50% of their at sea time within 100 km and 90% of their time within 200 km of the colony (Fig. 2). However, penguins from the two central colonies spent most time at greater distances from their colonies, with birds from San Julian and Punta Loberia spending 50% of their time at sea within 150 km and 200 km of the colonies, respectively, and 90% of their time within 300 km and 375 km of the colonies, respectively (Fig. 2).
within and between colonies, with frequency distributions being significantly different among all colonies ($\chi^2; P < 0.05$) except between New Island and Cabo Virgenes ($\chi^2; P > 0.05$; Fig. 6). The length of time that birds were actually at sea varied between about three minutes and 23 days. It is highly unlikely that Magellanic Penguins foraged during the shorter periods at sea and closer inspection of the behavior exhibited by the birds during such periods indicated that dives were short (generally <1 min), shallow (<10 m), occurred relatively infrequently, and were irregular. Birds assumed to be foraging, however, dived continuously and relatively deeply (generally >10 m for at least 20% of all dives) during well-defined dive bouts (sensu, Kooyman 1989). On the basis of consideration of the behavior exhibited by birds at sea we were able to eliminate periods when birds went to sea to forage and when they only went to bathe, drink, and preen. If the time at sea data are reconsidered on this basis, the longest foraging trips occurred in birds from San Lorenzo and from Punta Loberia (medians of 12 and 14 days, respectively) and the shortest trips from Cabo Virgenes (median 1 day).

Foraging depths

Depth use during the incubation period could be determined for a total of 33 Magellanic Penguins for the 1996 season. The birds dived up to maximum depths
of ~100 m during the incubation season although birds from all colonies spent more time closer to the surface (Fig. 7). This arises principally because birds must always travel back and forth between the surface and the point of maximum depth to get to the foraging zones (Wilson et al. 1991). This simple, absolute time-based analysis shows that penguins from Cabo Virgenes spent more time closer to the surface (95% of all time spent underwater was at depths shallower than 35 m) than individuals from any of the other colonies (all others had 95% of all time spent underwater at depths in excess of 45 m). However, if the confounding effects of transit between the preferred foraging depth and the surface are eliminated by only considering the bottom phase of dives (see Appendix C), the picture changes substantially (Fig. 8). This process could only be carried out systematically for the 41 birds with devices that were rearing chicks since the high recording frequencies necessary for identification of the bottom phases (see Wilson et al. 1995b) could only be used for birds wearing devices for short periods. Data in Walker and Boersma (2003) indicate, however, that substantial differences in diving behavior between birds during the incubation and chick-rearing stages are not expected. Here, it became apparent that no bird from any colony dived deeply during the darkest period of the 24-h cycle (Fig. 8), and there was a general increase in the mean depths exploited during the day. Intercolony differences were substantial, with penguins from San Lorenzo and San Julian spending the most time in the deepest waters (up to 100 m) while no birds from Cabo Virgenes exceeded 60 m and none from Puerto Deseado exceeded 50 m in depth (Fig. 8).

Consideration of the actual time spent in the various phases of the dive (i.e., descent, bottom phase, and ascent) showed broadly similar patterns for birds from all colonies, with descent and ascent durations increasing approximately linearly with increasing maximum dive depth, and bottom duration increasing up to depths of ~20 m but decreasing steadily after that (Fig. 9).
Fig. 9. Relationship between (a) descent duration, (b) bottom duration, and (c) ascent duration and depth during dives for Magellanic Penguins from four different mainland Argentinean colonies. Data are presented as means ± SD for 5-m classes.

**Diet**

Although a total of 90 penguins had their stomachs flushed during the October 1996 incubation period, only 32 (35%) of the birds had identifiable stomach contents. Fifty-eight birds returned with only indigestible material, which is not further analyzed here due to the biases that such work entails (Furness et al. 1984). The high incidence of birds with empty stomachs was the main reason why it was decided to limit sampling to only a few birds per colony rather than persisting to increase sample size. At this time diet was very distinct according to area. Birds in the two most northerly colonies at San Lorenzo and Punta Loberia fed almost exclusively on anchovies, this making up more than 95% of all prey items taken. Birds in San Julian took 50% silverside and 50% squid, by number,
whereas penguins from Cabo Virgenes in the south took almost exclusively (99%) sprats, although a few hagfish juveniles were also taken (Table 2).

All 60 (100%) penguins flushed during the November/December 1997 chick-rearing period contained food. This is to be expected since the birds were likely to have been provisioning chicks at this time. As in October, penguins in the north of the range at San Lorenzo had fed primarily (90%) on anchovy whereas birds in the south at Cabo Virgenes took almost exclusively sprats (99%). The situation had changed at San Julian, however, with penguins feeding predominantly on sprats (64%) at this time, although appreciable numbers of silverside (28%) and some squid (8%) were also taken (Table 3).

At all sites, the primary prey were relatively small. The sprats taken (all samples combined) had a mean length of 37.3 mm (SD = 3.1, N = 276) and the anchovies (all samples combined) had a mean length of 112.3 mm (SD = 29.9, N = 176). Squid varied greatly in size, with mantle length ranging from 11 mm to 135 mm.

Model output—derived site-specific prey availability and relationship to foraging parameters

Our model to derive site-specific prey availability used linear relationships, and thus it is not surprising that for a given time spent in the foraging area, the putative rate of prey ingestion (ΔI) increases linearly with increasing distance to the foraging site (Fig. 10). Critical, however, and less inherently obvious, is the observation that for any particular distance to the foraging area, but as prey abundance decreases to a lower critical value (corresponding to putative ingestion rates of ~0.1 kg/h in our example) the time necessarily spent in the foraging area increases disproportionately.

### Discussion

Effect of devices

Given that device-induced aberrant behavior has been demonstrated for penguins on numerous occasions (see e.g., Ropert-Couërd et al. 2000 and references therein), it is appropriate that we consider the issue here. Although the units that we deployed were shaped so as to minimize hydrodynamic drag, we equipped different birds with devices of various sizes and did not standardize device types for different colonies. This is important since increasing device cross-sectional area results in reduced swimming speeds (Wilson et al. 1986) and increasing device volume appears to reduce the maximum depth reached (Wilson 1989). Fortunately, however, some of the largest devices were put on birds that dived the deepest at San Lorenzo so that this effect is not apparent in our data. Our premise is that devices had an effect on penguin swimming and diving performance to some extent in all cases (Wilson and Culik 1992, Culik et al. 1994a). However, overall, we consider the fact that our data suggest that only a single individual of the 92 equipped with devices actually stopped breeding (and the cause of this is also not certain) to be indicative of relatively little distress to the equipped birds.

**Intercolony variability in diet**

Magellanic Penguins are typical of other members of their genus in that they appear to specialize on feeding on pelagic school fish (for review see Williams 1995). They are reported to feed primarily on anchovy *Engraulis ringens*, sardine *Sardinops sagax*, sprat, and, to a lesser extent, squid *Todarodes filippovae* in Chile (Venegas and Siel Feld 1981, Venegas and Almonacid 1994, Wilson et al. 1995a, Radl and Culik 1999), and the diet of Magellanic Penguins from the various colonies.

### Table 2. Importance of prey species (%) by number for Magellanic Penguins breeding at different sites down the Argentinean coast (October 1996).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prey species</th>
<th>Cabo Virgenes</th>
<th>San Julian</th>
<th>Punta Loberia</th>
<th>San Lorenzo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Sprattus fuegensis</em></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Loligo</em></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Odontesthes spp.</em></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Argonopsis chiloensi</em></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Scomberesox spp.</em></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Agonopsis chiloensi</em></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total no. samples</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. samples with prey</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. individual prey items</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>888</td>
<td>888</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 10. Putative rate of prey gain as a function of distance between nesting area and foraging site for Magellanic Penguins spending varying amounts of time in the foraging zone according to the conditions set out in the model. It is assumed that during their foraging trips the penguins exactly balance energy expenditure during both incubation and foraging with energy gain. Values for energy expenditure according to activity (resting on land, resting in water, traveling underwater) are derived from the literature, as is the budget for time vs. activity for penguins in the foraging area. The speed of traveling Magellanic Penguins is derived from our data (see Fig. 5), as are the approximate limits for viable distances to the foraging site as well as times likely spent in the foraging zone. Total times allocated to traveling and foraging are varied within the model to show the necessary rate of ingestion for penguins in order to achieve a steady-state situation for energy. Black dots show the putative rates of prey gain for Magellanic Penguins on foraging trips from the different colonies. Here, values for the distance to the foraging site and the time actually spent in the foraging area are taken from data collected from our free-living birds from the respective areas.

Fig. 11. Putative rate of prey encounter as a function of time spent in the foraging area by Magellanic Penguins foraging at variable distances from the nesting area (cf. Fig. 3). This is another representation of the data presented in Fig. 10 (conditions are identical; see legend for Fig. 10) to show how critical prey density is in determining the length of time necessary in the foraging zone if energy input is to be exactly balanced with output. Again, dots show the conditions (length of time in the foraging zone and distance to foraging site) experienced by the penguins from the different breeding sites.
Onesies situated down the species latitudinal range in Argentina, as determined by our group, accords with that already published for similar, or proximate sites. We note here that Magellanic Penguin diet seems to be both site stable and year stable, with various authors reporting that these penguins are essentially monomorphic at the extreme ends of the distributional range, consuming almost exclusively anchovy in the north (Gosztoly 1984, Scolaro and Badano 1986, Frere et al. 1996, Scolaro et al. 1999) and large quantities of sprat in the south (Frere 1993, Frere et al. 1996, Scolaro et al. 1999, Forero et al. 2002; cf. Clausen and Pütz 2002). Thus far, this is to be expected for a species specializing on pelagic school fish and living in an area that is well within the distributional range of the two major fish species (Sánchez et al. 1995, Hansen et al. 2001). However, it is notable that prey species that constitute “incidental prey items” for birds living at the range extremes, become much more prevalent at colonies situated between these two extremes with squid becoming a particularly obvious dietary element (Frere et al. 1996, Scolaro et al. 1999). Thus, the diet of Magellanic Penguins at Puerto Deseado, virtually in the middle of the two range extremes, consists of only 15% sprats, ~30% squid, and 55% other species including silverside, hake, and snook (Frere et al. 1996). This is hardly surprising. Although the distribution of anchovy is reported to extend down to 48°S, species abundance drops markedly after 44°S (Hansen et al. 2001; data available online). The distribution of sprats extends up to about 47°N, but abundance decreases substantially at latitudes lower than about 50°N and highest densities are recorded between 52°S and 54°S (Sánchez et al. 1995). In any case, this distribution is not static. During the course of the austral summer, sprats are reported to extend their distribution northwards along the coast (Quintana and Yorio 1997, Cousseau and Perrotta 1998). This migration could explain the absence of this species in the Magellanic Penguin diet during our sampling in October but its appearance by December (cf. Tables 2 and 3) and its complete absence in the diet of penguins at Puerto Deseado until January (Frere et al. 1996). The dependence of Magellanic Penguins on species, particularly squid, other than those considered typical prey for its genus (such as Sardinops, Engraulis, Sprattus; see Williams 1995 and references therein) in the center of its latitudinal range may partially explain the relatively lower abundance of penguins nesting in this area (Fig. 1). Heath and Randall (1985) noted that chicks of the very similar African Penguin Spheniscus demersus had a lower metabolic efficiency, grew markedly slower, and achieved lower fledging weights when fed on squid than on anchovy, and Wilson et al. (1985) reported how adult African Penguins apparently have problems digesting squid and take approximately four times longer to evacuate it from the stomach than for anchovy, despite the fact that squid have a lower energy density (Heath and Randall 1985).

**Intercolony variability in depth utilization**

A number of studies have examined the diving behavior and depth utilization of Magellanic Penguins (Scolaro and Suburo 1991, Wilson et al. 1995a, Peters et al. 1998, Radl and Culik 1999, Walker and Boersma 2003). The general picture to emerge is that this bird’s diving capabilities conform to those expected for a Sphenisciform of its size (Prince and Harris 1988, Burger 1991, Wilson 1995, Boyd and Croxall 1996, Schreer and Kovacs 1997, Watanuki and Burger 1999), with the proviso that bottom topography, particularly over the Patagonian shelf, serves as an absolute limit to its performance (Walker and Boersma 2003; cf. Wilson 1985). Our data on depth utilization generally accord with those documented to date (Fig. 7) and also underline the extent to which maximum dive depth is determined by light (Fig. 8), something that has been observed in this species (Peters et al. 1998, Walker and Boersma 2003) and many others (see Cannell and Cullen 1998 and references therein). Superficially, the time spent at depth does not seem to differ radically between birds from different colonies (Fig. 7); and again, this would appear to conform with data presented by other authors where attempts have been made to equate depth use with the vertical distribution of prey (Radl and Culik 1999, Walker and Boersma 2003). However, to date, these treatises have tended to ignore the fact that penguin time spent underwater may be broadly divided into that spent traveling horizontally close to the surface (Wilson 1995), that spent searching for prey in the vertical dimension, and that spent searching for, and also finding, prey in the horizontal dimension at depth (cf. Simeone and Wilson 2003). The necessity of the distinction is not trivial, primarily because any bird that takes time to descend to a certain depth must invest a similar amount of time to return to the surface (e.g., Peters et al. 1998), whether it is beneficial for that animal to do so with respect to prey encounter probabilities or not. This means that cognizance of total time spent at depth (Fig. 7) and even, to an extent, the frequency distribution of maximum depths does not necessarily help determine the depths considered most profitable by the birds. Consideration of the depth distribution of bottom times goes a long way to solving this problem, first because most prey ingested by Magellanic Penguins are taken during extended bottom phases (see Simeone and Wilson 2003) and second because, even in the absence of prey ingestion, these bottom phases are extended by bird choice rather than being a necessity for survival. As such we would expect there to be strong selection pressure for penguins to concentrate their horizontal search for prey at depths where they are most likely to occur (Wilson et al. 1996).
Bearing this in mind, there appears to be considerable variation in the depth distribution of the Magellanic Penguin bottom times according to colony location (Fig. 8). Aside from visual limitations restricting penguin depth use (Wilson et al. 1993), the diel vertical migratory behavior of anchovies, with fish being close to the surface at night and moving down the water column during the day (Gudmundsson and Gambarale 1972, Hansen and Madirolas 1996, Hansen et al. 2001), may explain why it was that penguins from San Lorenzo showed the depth distribution they did. Perplexingly, however, birds spending appreciable amounts of time at depths in excess of 70 m (Fig. 8), would appear to be diving deeper than the depth distribution of anchovies would appear to necessitate (Hansen et al. 2001). Sprot distribution within the water column also depends on time of day. During the night most of the fish are concentrated within 5 m of the surface but they descend the water column at dawn and, in the southern Patagonian Shelf area at least, spend the day within a few meters of the bottom (Sánchez et al. 1995) so depth use over time by penguins from San Julian and Cabo Virgenes, which certainly accords with this, is presumably dictated by bottom topography (Fig. 8). The substantial increase in use of greater depths by the San Julian birds over that of the Cabo Virgenes individuals may be due to the sprats of the region being located at greater water depths although, with the increased percentage of squid in the diet, we cannot rule out that it is not related to squid exploitation. Depth use by birds from Puerto Deseado was remarkably limited with almost all extended bottom time spent at depths <20 m (Fig. 8). Definitive data on the depth distribution of the many prey species taken by the penguin at this locality are lacking but we can only assume that most prey types are located close to the surface (Cousseau and Perrotta 1998) so that deep dives are not profitable.

In fact, one might expect deep dives to be generally energetically unfavorable anyway due to a putative negative relationship between bottom duration and depth as a result of the increasing costs of transit in deep dives using limited oxygen reserves. This assumes, however, that penguins dive with a constant amount of body oxygen irrespective of depth. Recent work has shown that this is not the case for Magellanic Penguins (Wilson and Zimmer 2004; cf. Wilson and Quintana 2004), which might partially explain the perplexing way bottom duration changes with increasing dive depth (Fig. 9b). Rather, birds inhale so that the effects of air-mediated upthrust are modulated to result in minimal upthrust at the chosen foraging (bottom) depth because this leads to minimized energy expenditure (Wilson and Zimmer 2004). Actual time spent at any depth, and ultimately total time underwater, depends on body oxygen stores, the amount of air stored in the birds lungs and air-sacs, the angles and speeds of descent and ascent, and the speeds and accelerations used during the bottom phase (Wilson et al. 2002, Wilson and Zimmer 2004). Speed is a particularly important and confounding element in this since energy expenditure, and thus oxygen use, increases as a cubed function of speed (Culik et al. 1994b, Luna-Jorquera and Culik 2000) so that extensive pursuit of fast prey is predicted to shorten bottom duration radically (Wilson et al. 2002). The pursuit speeds of Magellanic Penguins taking various prey types has not yet been elucidated so variable bottom durations according to location (Fig. 9b) must be treated accordingly. The optimal decision as to the depths to which Magellanic Penguins should dedicate most time is thus highly complex but should also be cognizant of options open to the prey to minimize capture such as diel vertical migration, unpredictable scattering throughout the water column, and feeding at the surface at night where the high phytoplankton concentrations can be exploited but where visual predators, such as penguins, cannot effectively operate (for discussion see Wilson et al. 1993).

Intercolony variability in selection of foraging areas

The substantial intercolony variability in time spent at sea, distance traveled to the foraging grounds, and time spent in the foraging grounds would indicate that birds from the different sites experience very different local conditions in prey availability and distribution. Certainly, the prey species recovered from the birds as they returned to their colonies from incubation trip forays would indicate this, although only prey caught relatively close to the colony are unlikely to have been digested during this phase (Wilson et al. 1985; cf. Gauthier-Clerc et al. 2000). During the incubation period, birds from mainland colonies visited two major sites; one was adjacent to, and slightly south of, Cabo Virgenes and the other was to the west of Peninsula Valdés. Sprot biomass densities (>800 kg/km²) are highest immediately to the south of the Magellan Strait (Sánchez et al. 1995) and large amounts of juvenile sprot collected during extensive surveys (with juvenile production for the area being estimated at 1.3 × 10⁹ individuals) indicate a major nursery, with major spawning peaks in late December and mid January (Sánchez et al. 1995). This is reason enough for birds to concentrate foraging effort at this site. Similarly, extensive frontal systems around Peninsula Valdés (Carreto et al. 1986, Martos and Sánchez 1997), based on a thermohaline front and two tidal fronts, are important in defining the spawning areas of the Patagonian stock of the Argentine anchovy (Sánchez and Deciechomski 1995, Martos and Sánchez 1997).

The critical relationship between prey availability and time spent in the foraging area (Figs. 10, 11) highlights the importance of making the correct decision regarding where to forage for central place foragers (see Lewison and Carter 2004 and references therein) and there are good, obvious reasons for birds to select zones of highest prey densities. Absolute highest prey
densities are not the only consideration, however, and birds should choose to visit the area for which the combination of time and costs allocated to both travel and foraging minimize time away from the nest, because more extended periods away will tax the body reserves of the incubating partner and ultimately increase the risk of nest desertion. Apparently, prey densities in the south are so much higher than those in the north that foraging trips can be extremely short (Fig. 11). Such a strategy involves less risk of desertion by the partner at the nest because there is little danger of stored energy reserves becoming critically depleted (cf. Davis and Miller 1992, Gauthier-Clerc et al. 2001, Robin et al. 2001).

This scenario does not, however, help explain how birds might decide which direction to take when leaving the colony although the consequences for making an inappropriate decision are clear. The tracks of birds leaving the various colonies indicate that different strategies are adopted by different colonies. Birds at the mainland colonies in the south travel south, east, or southeast, birds at New Island tend to travel west, while birds in the north, with the exception of one notable individual that traveled south, tended to travel north, east, or northeast. There are four major options that may be instrumental in determining the direction birds leaving to forage might take.

1) Birds might follow odor plumes to the source of prey. This has been shown to occur in Procellariiformes (Nevitt et al. 1995, Nevitt and Haberman 2003) and may be a major element in general foraging strategies. Culik et al. (2000) document Humboldt Penguins apparently following odor plumes although sample size in their study was five birds, only two of which swam to areas of enhanced productivity. For the case of the Magellanic Penguins in our study area, wind direction, being predominantly blown from the west for all sites (Glorioso 2000), is not appropriate for the tracks shown (Fig. 2). In addition, in order to be able to discern gradients, and therefore home in on a food source, animals using olfaction must displace themselves over this gradient to an extent that allows their sensory capacities to register a difference over a given scale of movement (Wolf and Wehner 2000). The greater the distance between the source and the animal, the less well defined will be the gradient and the greater the sinuous movement of the animal must be to home in on that source (Kerguelen and Carde 1997).

2) There may be a genetic basis to the movement of birds from different colonies during the incubation periods. Given that Magellanic Penguins, like their congeners, specialize in hunting pelagic school fish (see references in Williams [1995] for an overview of the dietary habits of the genus), the areas with the highest food densities at that time of the year appear to the south of 50° S latitude, where the sprat is prevalent, and to the north of 43° S latitude, where the anchovy dominates. We note that this ties in with our dietary samples. Over a scale of 10s of kilometers the prey distribution is more or less stable from year to year (Sánchez and Deciechomski 1995, Sánchez et al. 1995, Martos and Sánchez 1997) so, if there were little interchange between colonies, there would be strong selection pressure for birds to travel appropriately. However, recent work has shown appreciable interchange between colonies, at least in the north, so genetic differences in foraging movements seem unlikely.

3) Birds may learn and remember where they have to travel in order to forage most successfully (Irons 1998). This has been suggested to be the case in Common Murres Uria aalge exploiting spatially predictable prey for a range of up to 100 km (Davoren et al. 2003).

4) Finally, and this option is not mutually exclusive of the explanations above, birds may adopt the appropriate strategy from conspecifics. Such behavior has been alluded to, for example, in auks in Canada (Burger 1997, Davoren et al. 2003) and constitutes a major element in the information center concept (see Wright et al. 2003 and references therein). The ability to learn from conspecifics will tend to result in local populations doing the right thing and will be enhanced if the prey population distribution is spatially invariant over extended time periods.

The differences in putative prey ingestion rates calculated from our model (Figs. 10, 11), which are likely to be linked to prey abundance, for the two major prey types (anchovy and sprat; Tables 2, 3) in the two major regions considered important for Magellanic Penguins feeding during the incubation period (Fig. 2) can be coupled with what is known about the distributions of prey to derive the projected length of the incubation foraging trip as a function of colony location for the area of Patagonia considered by us (Fig. 12). In this, cognizance should be taken of the fact that we do not have specific measures of prey densities over the Patagonian Shelf for 1996 when most of the birds were equipped and prey variance in distribution may be a confounding factor in this (see footnote 7). The model predicts how the length of the foraging trip increases with increasing distances from both Peninsula Valdés and Cabo Virgenes, assuming that birds nesting in between these sites always travel to one foraging area irrespective of how far away it is. However, the two “projected length of foraging trip” lines corresponding
to birds exploiting the northern and southern foraging zones cross at a distance of ~670 km from the Cabo Virgenes site and ~530 km from the Peninsula Valdés site (which approximately corresponds to the position of Puerto Deseado), indicating that birds nesting at this position will be equally well served irrespective of whether they move north or south to forage. Naturally, those birds nesting closest to the foraging grounds (and moving to the nearest foraging sites) have the shortest foraging trip lengths, something that must be considered advantageous due to less chance of nest desertion by the partner incubating the eggs, and which may partially explain why the penguin colonies in the north and the south of the distributional range, close to the foraging areas, tend to be larger (Fig. 1).

The distribution of Magellanic Penguin nesting colonies over the Patagonian Shelf has been rather dynamic in the northern regions over the past three decades. In their revision of the Magellanic Penguin colonies in Argentina, Boswell and MacIvor (1974) made no mention of this species being present at Peninsula Valdés, although since then a number of authors have reported substantial range extensions into and beyond this area (Daciuk 1976, Scolaro and Kovaks 1978, Pagnoni et al. 1993) with rapid increases in numbers at these new colonies (Perkins 1984, Carribero et al. 1995, Yorio et al. 1998, Yudego et al. 2000). This range expansion has been discussed by various authors (e.g., Boersma et al. 1990, Carribero et al. 1995), the change apparently being due to immigration (Scolaro et al. 1980, Carribero et al. 1995) rather than site-specific increases due to reproduction (Scolaro 1987, 1990). Reasons for this are unclear. However, a major frontal system ranging around Peninsula Valdés and associated with enhanced productivity (Carreto et al. 1986) may make the area particularly favorable for anchovies and may indeed be a major component helping explain anchovy distribution. Penguins in the area presumably benefit from this (Wilson et al. 1995), which may explain why birds from both Punta Loberia and San Lorenzo tended to congregate in this area during incubation foraging trips (Fig. 2; cf. Wilson et al. 1995c). Interestingly, concomitant with the range expansion in the north, colonies immediately to the south of Peninsula Valdés appear to be declining in numbers. Punta Tombo (44°02' S, 65°11' W) probably included between 400,000 and 500,000 nests during the 1970s (Boswell and MacIvor 1974, Daciuk 1976, Gochfeld 1980, Scolaro and Arias de Reyna 1984) but had dropped to less than half that by the end of the 1980s.
Penguins of the genus *Spheniscus* are highly specialized to feed on pelagic school fish (Wilson and Wilson 1990) and indeed they only seem to occur in any appreciable numbers where prey of this type are available (see Williams [1995] for data relating to this). Boersma et al. (1990) report on the overall northward movement of the breeding distribution of Magellanic Penguins, although the time scale over which this has occurred is vague due to lack of precise data, and they speculate that this might be due to changes in the location and abundance of their food. They specifically suggest that one reason could be the harvesting of pin-nipeds in the 1940s and 1950s that could have had an effect on both food supplies and predation pressure. We suggest that the northward population expansion of the Magellanic Penguin was coupled with a necessary switch from one prey type (sprat) to another (anchovy) and a corresponding change in foraging tactics, although we cannot say what factors might have catalyzed the movement. Certainly, colonies in the south of the distributional range were densely populated as early as the 1930s (Murphy 1936) and there is apparently substantial conspecific food competition in larger colonies (Forero et al. 2002) that might have facilitated emigration. In addition, although the southern limit of anchovy is normally of the order of 4° of latitude north of the northern limit of the sprat (Sánchez et al. 1995, Hansen et al. 2001), there are times when distributions may overlap (Cousseau and Perrotta 1998) so the jump to the northern regions might have been enhanced by this. Overall though, colonies located increasingly farther north of Cabo Virgenes will primarily have been composed of birds that had to travel farther to get to an area where the rate of prey gain could cater for overall energy expenditure within a time that allowed the partner to continue incubation without an appreciable risk of starvation leading to desertion (see e.g., Robin et al. 2001; Fig. 12). Data in the literature suggest that incubating Magellanic Penguins will desert their nest if they are not relieved by their partners within about 22 days (Wilson et al. 1995c, Walker and Boersma 2003) so that birds breeding at Punta Loberia can still theoretically travel to the southern foraging area and continue to breed (Fig. 12), although this would be at the limit of their capacities. Interestingly, one individual from Punta Loberia appeared to be doing just that in our study (Fig. 2) although an instrument malfunction prevented us following the animal for the full duration of its foraging trip. However, birds from this site moving to the northern foraging site (which all other five individuals in our study did) reduce the minimum necessary foraging trip length to only about six days, even though prey capture rates in the northern foraging area are predicted to be less than half those in the south (Fig. 11). Thus, the appropriate strategy for birds nesting distant from two spatially distinct foraging areas depends, ultimately, on the relative rate of energy gain in each of the areas and their distances to the nesting site. As the population moves northward the monostable directionality in movement (to the south) is likely to be replaced by a metastable strategy where birds move either south or north, and finally, still farther north to a monostable strategy where all birds always move north to forage. In this respect it would be interesting to examine the movements of penguins nesting at Puerto Deseado, which lies at the point where a metastable strategy might be expected.

Considerations of penguin foraging strategies during the incubation period are not the only elements that will determine colony breeding success. Aside from other elements (such as weather and predation; see Frere 1993), appropriate prey must be available close to the colony during the chick-rearing period because the time available for foraging is very limited. In this respect, sprat distribution is reported to expand to the north over the austral summer, with particularly high concentrations adjacent to the coast (Sanchez and Dieciechomski 1995, Cousseau and Perrotta 1998). Similarly, anchovies are reported to move southwards almost to the latitudes of Puerto Deseado (Hansen and Madirolas 1996, Cousseau and Perrotta 1998, Hansen et al. 2001) during the course of the penguin breeding season, helping penguins nesting in this area to have an appropriate supply of food for the brood. Our stomach samples taken from the various colonies attest that this is indeed the case (Table 3).

The different prey types result in very different diving behavior for the penguins from the different colonies (Fig. 8). Aside from demonstrating the dangers of typifying the foraging behavior of a particular species based on results stemming from individuals from a single site (Tremblay 2001; cf. Walker and Boersma 2003), it would be interesting to know whether this foraging behavior develops during the course of individual foraging trips as a result of the prey distribution or whether the birds initiate their search with a particular strategy that favors a particular prey type from the outset. The movements of penguins during the incubation period are analogous to the latter situation. Work using concepts such as “search images” (e.g., Blough 2002) and “switching” (Wanink and Zwarts 2001) indicate that a specific prey-searching strategy is possible and would confer a selective advantage on individuals doing it. Careful assessment of the foraging behavior using remote-sensing systems should shed some light on this in the future.

The case study here shows how a predator population reacts to different prey distributions associated with different regions, with the example being particularly interesting because of the vast differences in potential foraging ranges that the different breeding phases en-
gender. It demonstrates enormous flexibility in foraging strategy over the distributional range and implies that such flexibility is a critical factor allowing species to expand their ranges. In a world where species are being increasingly threatened by man (Boersma et al. 1990, Boersma and Stokes 1995, Gandini et al. 1996) it would appear that such flexibility might help survival in species that might otherwise have a bleak future.

By virtue of their biphasic lifestyle, all marine endotherms that come to land should be behaving so as to maximize the probability and magnitude of a positive energy budget to grow their young as quickly and efficiently as possible, although the time scale over which the said conditions must be met can be highly variable, being largely dependent on animal mass (cf. land/sea phases for elephant seals [e.g., Crocker et al. 2001] vs. cormorants [Grémillet et al. 2003]). In order to understand the solutions that species display with regard to land/water cycles (e.g., Arnould and Hindell 2001, Trítes and Porter 2002), we need to elucidate the complex interactions between the factors that relate to energy expenditure (travel costs, resting costs according to the environment) and energy acquisition (the location of prey and their rate of encounter, this being modulated by their distribution and the specific search strategy, over time and space, adopted). It is clear from this work, however, that a standard solution might not occur even within a species due to different conditions occurring at different localities and even changing over time, both seasonally and over interannual scales. Modeling approaches will undoubtedly enhance our understanding of processes but ultimately cannot substitute for determination of the necessary values. Our work has shown that rates of prey acquisition are particularly critical in this regard. Fortunately, recent increases in the technology for attaching monitoring devices to animals indicate that even this is likely to be quantified in the near future (Biuw et al. 2003, Naito 2004) so that we will be able to appreciate better the complexities inherent in life history strategies of marine endotherms.
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APPENDIX A

A description of the different logger types fitted to penguins is available in ESA's Electronic Data Archive: Ecological Archives M075-014-A1.

APPENDIX B

Details on the methodology of determination of penguin location and foraging ranges at sea are available in ESA's Electronic Data Archive: Ecological Archives M075-014-A2.

APPENDIX C

Details on the methods used to identify putative Magellanic foraging depths are available in ESA's Electronic Data Archive: Ecological Archives M075-014-A3.

APPENDIX D

Details on how prey length was calculated using otolith length measurements or beak rostral length are available in ESA's Electronic Data Archive: Ecological Archives M075-014-A4.